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The portrayal and perception of Jews as passive victims of Nazi
brutality is’a common one--and wrong:. Jews throug:hout Europe

defied the Nazis in a wide ranse of resourceful actions

Hiding in Beloruss|a’s
Narocz Forest, Jewish
partisan Alexander
Bogen trained recruits
to fight, and drew
what he saw using
scraps of burnt wood
(above). Bogen viewed
ar~ as a form of
protest--evidence of
an unbreakable spirit.

"Why did the Jews go like sheep to the slaughter?" is how the question is often phrased,

creating an image that at once links brutality with meek defenselessness.

"Regettably, Jews under German domination are often depicted as passive objects--face-

less extras in the drama of their own destruction;’ writes historian Yitzchak Mais, the cura-
tor of an exhibit at NewYork’s Museum of Jewish Heritage intended to set the record straight.

"A disturbing consequence of this lack of knowledge is that often, in very subtle ways, Jews

themselves are blamed for being victims. The questions people ask often imply guilt:’

The fact is that although increasingly isolated and cut off from information, community,

the trust of neighbors, supplies, weapons, and even the fortress of law, Jews defied the Nazis

in ways as varied as the individuals and circumstances involve& At grea{ risk, they documented
atrodties and smugOed information to the outside world, hid and rescued others, commit-

ted acts of sabotage, and formed ~oups of armed partisans[ As docttmented by the images on
the following pages--from "Daring to Resist: Jewish Defiance in the Holocaust," on display

through July 4---these actions, against the most daunting of odds, fo!low a determination that
can be summarized by one Yiddish word: iberleben, meaning "to survive and outlast:’
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’Our aim was
to survive, to
live, to outwit
the enemy
and witness
his destruction.
Every effort
that lent
strength to
this goal, I see
as an act of
resistance.’

--Vladka Meed,
courier for the
Jewish Fighting
Organization

w ~a~s z~Wi~-                      ’.,"

A report written in Polish documents the number of Jewish deaths
in the Warsaw ghetto from November 1940 through September 1941,
which totaled 30,372. The report was generated by a clandestine
organization inside the ghetto called Oyneg Shabbes (Joy of Sabbath)

to preserve a record of the Holocaust for the outside world; mem-
bers buried the documents in the cellars of ghetto buildings for later

discovery. A young historian, Rabbi Shimon Huberland (left), was

part of that effort. He and his wife were later killed at Treblinka.
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Blood Oath
"My camera will be my revenge;’ said
photographer George Kadish, who
captured this image of the Yiddish words
for "Jews revenge" (left) scrawled in blood
on the ground of the Kovno ghetto in
Lithuania. Kadish hid his camera inside

his coat, snapping photos through a
buttonhole. He secreted some photos out

of the ghetto and hid others, retrieving
them after the war.

Help from A~ove
Smugglers heft bags of food into the

Warsaw ghetto (below). Children usually
handled this highiy dangerous job, "laden
with goods that often weighed more than
they did;’ a witness noted. "Smuggling was
the only source of subsistence for these
children and their parents, who would
otherwise have died of starvation:’
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A Hidden Life
Forged work documents allowed Tema Schneiderman (below) to pose as a
Christian under the name Wanda Majewska, and carry news and ammunition

between the ghettos at Vilna, Bialystok, and Warsaw¯ She successfully completed
some twenty missions before disappearing on a January !7, 1943, mission to
Warsaw. Colleagues later learned she’d been deported to Treblinka and killed.

Papers, please
A woman today known only as Bronia K. carried a forged German identity card
(be!ow) while working as acourier and conveying information between ghettos and

............. eZ~re the Germans did not want the Jews to
to resistance workers m ~_ryan areu~, on~
~know what was happening, it was not permitted to communicate between ghettos;’
she said. "I was sent from Bialystok to other places to tell ~ews what was going on:’

In Plain Sighi
A courier for the Jewish Fighting
Organization, V]adka Meed

assumes a confident pose on the
"Aryan side" of the Warsaw

ghetto (above). She carried news
of Treblinka gas chambers and
crematoriums to Jewish leaders in
Poland, smuggled weapons, and
assisted Jews in hiding.

The Saviors
Georges Livshitz (above) and his

brother Alexander were members

of a group of armed partisans who
brought a deportation train destined
for Auschwitz to a halt, allowing
hundreds to successfially escape. They

also rescued eight Jews who had been
wounded and hospitalized during the
April 19, 1943, operation. Both men
were later executed in Belgium¯
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8nto the W(}ods
After Germans massacred Jews near
the four Bielski brothers’ village in
eastern Poland, they fled with their

families to the woods (above), setting
up camp there and organizing
resistence operations. "I saw there was
only one way: to get ki!led or to kill;’
Tuvia Bielski said. Others joined them
and were enlisted in fighting. By 1944

¯ the Bielski camp was supporting
1,200 people, the largest of its kind.

Call to Arms
Abba Kovner (right, on left) believed
armed resistance was the Jews’ only
possible course of action, and in 1942
formed the United Partisans’
Organization, rallying others to take
up arms with his words, "Let us not
go like sheep to the slaughter .... It is
better to die as free fighters than to
live by the grace of murderers. Resist!
To the last breath:’ Kovner himself
survived to become a respected poet.

’Our great joy
was in over-
coming fear.
We had clashed
with the
Germans face
to face! It was
possible to
confront them.
Itwas possible
to wound
them.’

--Tuvia Bielski,
Jewish partisan
fighter
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